We investigate unoriented strings and superstrings in two dimensions and their dual matrix quantum mechanics. Most of the models we study have a tachyon tadpole coming from the RP 2 worldsheet which needs to be cancelled by a renormalization of the worldsheet theory. We find evidence that the dual matrix models describe the renormalized theory. The singlet sector of the matrix models is integrable and can be formulated in terms of fermions moving in an external potential and interacting via the Calogero-Moser potential. We show that in the double-scaling limit the latter system exhibits particle-hole duality and interpret it in terms of the dual string theory. We also show that oriented string theories in two dimensions can be continuously deformed into unoriented ones by turning on non-local interactions on the worldsheet. We find two unoriented superstring models for which only oriented worldsheets contribute to the S-matrix. A simple explanation for this is found in the dual matrix model.
Introduction
The original connection between D = 2 string theory and matrix quantum mechanics stems from the fact that the Feynman diagrams of the matrix model generate in the double scaling limit the string worldsheet expansion (see [1] [2] [3] [4] for reviews and references).
Recently, a more modern perspective on this connection -now called duality -has emerged [5] [6] [7] , which relies on the physics of tachyon condensation. In a nutshell, the matrix quantum mechanics is identified with the worldvolume theory on unstable D0-branes in D = 2 string theory. The connection then follows from the expectation that once the branes disappear via tachyon condensation [8] [9] , one is left with the original string theory but in the absence of branes and that in some not fully understood sense the D0-branes can describe the closed string background they were originally immersed in. This new perspective has paved the way for supersymmetric generalizations [10] [11] involvingĉ=1 string theory 1 , resulting in nonperturbatively consistent string backgrounds. For related work see [12] - [25] .
Studying these low dimensional models of string theory may seem a bit academic.
Nevertheless, their study in the early 90's resulted in general lessons applicable to more interesting (realistic) string vacua, most notably Shenker' s estimates [26] on the contribution of non-perturbative effects. In this paper we consider various two-dimensional models and extract two general lessons from the dual matrix models, which we expect to apply to other string vacua, but that are hard to establish with the present technology. The first general lesson is that models with NS-NS tadpoles can be consistently renormalized to yield calculable, well defined results. Four dimensional, non-supersymmetric models of particle physics constructed from branes generically have NS-NS tadpoles and it is therefore an important issue to address the treatment of tadpole divergences in string theory.
For two-dimensional string theory, the matrix model duals give an unambiguous procedure for how to get physically sensible results, providing a hint that the problem with tadpole divergences can be dealt with in higher dimensions. The other general lesson is the high degree of connectivity of string vacua, by which vacua which look very different from the worldsheet point of view can be continuously deformed into each other. In the two-dimensional context considered in this paper, we provide an example of a non-local worldsheet interaction of the type studied in [27] which interpolates between a model of 1 A derivation of this duality using a fishnet diagram expansion is still missing. It would be interesting to see how worldsheet supersymmetry emerges from this point of view.
oriented strings and a model with an orientifold! Taking these deformations into account is important when discussing the landscape of string theory vacua [28] [29] .
In this paper we consider c = 1 andĉ = 1 string theory models of unoriented strings, find the corresponding matrix model duals, and test the duality by performing some perturbative computations. Most of the models have a tachyon tadpole on the RP 2 worldsheet, which result in divergences in the RP 2 contribution to the S-matrix and in the partition function. Nevertheless, we find evidence that the dual matrix models, which can be reduced to a system of fermions interacting via a Calogero-Moser potential, actually describe string theory propagation in a shifted background, where the string divergences have been cancelled via the Fischler-Susskind [30] [31] mechanism. The matrix model gives an unambiguous regularization of the string divergences and appears to know about the final, finite, stable closed string vacuum of the model 2 .
We find that the matrix models for unoriented strings can be reached by a particular double-trace deformation of the familiar Hermitian matrix model, which describes oriented strings in two dimensions. Using the dictionary between oriented string theory and the Hermitian matrix model, it is possible to write down a non-local worldsheet deformation [32] [33] [27] responsible for connecting the vacuum with orientable strings to the vacuum with the orientifold.
There is a particular orientifold projection of Type 0B string theory for which we show that the crosscap state vanishes when projected onto physical states. For this model of unoriented strings all contributions from unoriented worldsheets vanish and the S-matrix for the massless tachyon is precisely the same as in oriented Type 0B string theory. This fits nicely with the matrix model description of this orientifold model, which can be shown to reduce to (one-half of) the system of free fermions describing oriented Type 0B strings.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we analyze unoriented c = 1 bosonic string theory and exhibit the need to renormalize the worldsheet theory to cancel divergences arising from a tachyon tadpole on the RP 2 worldsheet. In section 3 we analyze the matrix model dual and show that it is described by the dynamics of fermions interacting via a Calogero-Moser potential. Using the collective field theory description of this 2 Even in the oriented c = 1 string model there are divergences due to a tachyon tadpole on the T 2 worldsheet. Therefore, T 2 corrections to the S-matrix and higher loop amplitudes are divergent. It is important to renormalize these divergences before comparing with the matrix model amplitudes, which are manifestly finite. It would be interesting to carry this out.
model we show that the tree amplitudes are the same as in the Hermitian matrix model, as expected from string theory considerations. We find a double trace deformation of the Hermitian matrix model which yields the matrix model for unoriented strings and describe how to write down the non-local worldsheet deformation that interpolates between oriented and unoriented string theory. In section 4 we analyze the thermodynamics of the Calogero-Moser system in an inverted harmonic oscillator potential using the asymptotic Bethe ansatz. We show that there is a particle-hole duality in the model, which implies that the free energies of the dual SO and Sp orientifold models are related by flipping the sign of the string coupling constant, g s → −g s , thus reproducing a well-known property of string theory to all orders in perturbation theory. Section 5 contains a classification of the possible orientifold models of Type 0B string theory together with the computation of the partition function. For one of these models we find that the overlap of the crosscap state with all physical states vanishes, while the other model has divergences due to a tachyon tadpole, as in the bosonic string. In section 6 we construct the matrix model duals for Type 0B unoriented strings and show that the one corresponding to the model with a vanishing crosscap actually reduces to a system of free fermions, thus confirming the string theory expectation that only oriented worldsheets contribute to all orders in perturbation theory. The other matrix model is the same as for the unoriented bosonic string theory, except that now both sides of the inverted harmonic oscillator potential are filled. Section 7 describes possible orientifold projections of Type 0A string theory and the computation of their partition function. Section 8 analyzes the matrix model duals of Type 0A orientifolds; we show that all these models reduce to integrable systems of the Calogero-Moser type.
Unoriented c = 1 Strings
The worldsheet description of D = 2 bosonic string theory is given by a free boson tensored with the Liouville 3 CFT with c L = 25. The local dynamics of the Liouville CFT on a worldsheet Σ is given by When restricting to the zero mode φ 0 , the wavefunction for |p -which satisfies the minisuperspace Schrödinger equation -is given by
in the weak coupling region φ 0 → −∞ it asymptotes to
where R cl (p) is the semiclassical reflection amplitude 4 . This asymptotics reveals complete reflection off the Liouville potential and gives a rationale for restricting to states with
In D = 2 string theory asymptotic states are created by the vertex operator 5) and correspond to excitations of a two-dimensional massless scalar field T, known as the massless tachyon. D = 2 bosonic string theory is invariant under the action of worldsheet parity Ω, so that one can mode out the theory by the orientifold group G = {1, Ω}. The tachyon field T is invariant under the action of Ω but unoriented worldsheets must now be included (worldsheets Σ where the number of crosscaps c does not vanish). At leading order in g st only the spherical worldsheet contributes, and all scattering amplitudes are the same as in oriented string theory 5 .
The leading unoriented Liouville CFT contribution comes from an RP 2 worldsheet.
We first consider the simplest amplitude, the one point function. C| to carry zero momentum so that the semiclassical wavefunction is ψ C (φ 0 ) = 1. Therefore, the semiclassical one point function is given by:
The exact computation can be performed by bootstrap methods and gives [40] 
where
Γ(1−x) . In the semiclassical regime (b ≪ 1) the answer reduces to the minisuperspace computation (2.6).
When considering D = 2 string theory, one defines the Liouville contribution to amplitudes by taking the following limit In string theory one is interested in the correlators of the on-shell vertex operators V p . Energy-momentum conservation forces the one-point function to be evaluated at zero momentum, so that one is computing the zero momentum tachyon tadpole on RP 2 . At first sight, the amplitude (2.7) is divergent in the zero momentum limit due to a pole at p = 0. Here we interpret this singularity in the CFT computation as a conventional infrared singularity arising from the noncompactness of the target space. The Liouville potential in (2.1) serves as an infrared cutoff in the strong-coupling region and effectively puts the system in a box of length V φ = − 1 2 log µ. The zero momentum limit should be interpreted as inserting the lowest momentum mode in the box, which is given by
. Therefore, the tachyon tadpole is given by A tachyon tadpole on the RP 2 worldsheet gives rise to divergences in string amplitudes, and some care must be taken in interpreting them. In particular, contributions to the S-matrix (n ≥ 2-point functions) arising from the RP 2 worldsheet are divergent. All these divergences are proportional to the RP 2 tadpole. The region in the moduli space which yields the divergence is the region where all vertex operators collide. In this region the worldsheet is conformally equivalent to a sphere with all vertex operator inserted connected via a long neck to the RP 2 worldsheet. The divergence is therefore due to the propagation of the zero momentum tachyon and is proportional to the RP 2 tachyon tadpole.
Another example of a divergent string amplitude appears in the computation of the free energy of the model, which has a torus and a Klein bottle contribution corresponding to the following partition function:
The torus contribution is well known [43] and yields
where V φ is the volume of the Liouville direction, which due to our conventions is V φ = − 1 2 log µ. The first term corresponds to the temperature independent piece of the free energy, while the second term is the temperature dependent piece, which can be identified with the free energy of a massless scalar field in two dimensions 7 .
We now compute the Klein bottle amplitude 8 by performing the path integral 9 . As in the torus computation, the contribution of the massive oscillators cancel the ghost determinant and one is left with a sum over the zero modes of the scalar. We must take into account the action of Ω on the momentum and winding zero modes Ω|n = |n 12) so that only momentum modes contribute to the trace. Therefore, one obtains:
(2.13)
To interpret the amplitude we factorize the Klein bottle into the tree channel (t = 1/l):
There is again a divergence arising from propagation of the zero momentum massless tachyon proportional to the square of the RP 2 tachyon tadpole. The complete partition function of the model is given by:
Therefore, the temperature independent piece of the free energy is divergent while the temperature dependent piece is precisely that of a massless two dimensional scalar field, as expected from space-time considerations.
7 The free energy is given by
. The temperature dependent piece of the free energy of a massless scalar field in two dimensions, which is regularization independent, is given by
See also [44] for the computation of the zero temperature Klein bottle in the D = 2 bosonic string .
9 One can also compute the Klein bottle by evaluating the crosscap overlap dl C|e −lH c |C using (2.7). The naive computation is divergent, but we interpret the divergence as a harmless infrared (volume) divergence just as in (2.9)(the Klein bottle is also proportional to 1/p min ), and this approach yields precisely the same result as the path integral.
All the divergences above can be cancelled via the Fischler-Susskind mechanism
[30] [31] . This is achieved by adding to the worldsheet Lagrangian a counterterm corresponding to the zero momentum vertex operator -which is precisely the Liouville interaction in (2.1) -with coefficient proportional to the tadpole amplitude in RP 2 . More concretely, we have to renormalize the theory by adding the worldsheet interaction
where Λ is a UV cutoff on the worldsheet. The divergence in the n-point function on RP 2 is now cancelled by the n-point function on the sphere with one insertion of (2.16), denoted by ⊗, while the Klein bottle divergence is cancelled by the one-point function of (2.16) on the RP 2 worldsheet. In this way one can construct finite string amplitudes in perturbation theory. 
Unoriented c = 1 Matrix Model

Derivation of the matrix model
The dual matrix model is conjectured to be given by the worldvolume action of N unstable D0-branes in the unoriented model. The basic idea is that once the tachyon mode on the D0-branes condenses, one is left with the original closed string background, and therefore the D0-branes should capture the physics around the tachyon vacuum.
From the work of ZZ [45] , it is known that the degrees of freedom of a D0-brane are described by a Hermitian tachyon field M and a non-dynamical gauge field A. In order to determine the worldvolume theory on a collection of N D0-branes in the orientifold model, one must demand invariance of the open string vertex operators under the action of Ω. The result of the projection depends on the type of orientifold projection under study (depending on the sign of the crosscap state |C ), and is given by
where J is the Sp(N ) invariant tensor. In the first model M is real and symmetric and A belongs to the SO(N ) Lie algebra, while in the second model J · M is antisymmetric and A belongs to the Sp(N ) Lie algebra.
Thus the effective action of a collection of N D0-branes in this orientifold model is given by the following quantum mechanics model
is the tachyon potential, and the Hermitian matrices M (t) and A(t) satisfy the constraints (3.1).
Reduction to the eigenvalues
To analyze the dynamics of the system it is convenient to fix a gauge. In all three cases (U (N ), SO(N ) and Sp(N )) we may gauge-fix by requiring M to be diagonal [46] [47].
In the Sp(N ) case each eigenvalue occurs twice. The Faddev-Popov determinant is simply the Jacobian J for the change of coordinates from M ij to the eigenvalues λ i and the "angular" variables U i j , where the matrix U i j is unitary, orthogonal, or symplectic-unitary. If we denote by ∆ the Vandermonde determinant of the eigenvalues λ i , given by ∆(λ) = i<j (λ i − λ j ), the Jacobian is given by:
The equation of motion for A imposes the Gauss' law constraint and restricts physical states to belong to the singlet sector, where the Hamiltonian simplifies considerably. The
Hamiltonian in the singlet sector is given by:
It is convenient to eliminate terms in the Hamiltonian with one derivative by writing
, where α = 2, 1, 4 respectively for the cases in (3.3). Then f (λ) is an eigenfunction of the following Hamiltonian:
Since Ψ(λ) is symmetric under the exchange any two eigenvalues, f (λ) is antisymmetric. Thus we end up with a system of nonrelativistic fermions in an external potential interacting via the 1/x 2 potential. This is known as the Calogero-Moser model. For the Hermitian matrix model (α = 2), the coefficient multiplying the interaction potential vanishes, and we recover the standard result that the dynamics of the eigenvalues is described by free fermions. We will focus on the values α = 1, 4, which correspond to the quantum mechanics of real symmetric and "quaternionic-Hermitian" matrices (3.1).
We are interested in studying the dynamics of (3.5) in the double scaling limit. In this limit, the only relevant feature of the potential U (x) is the coefficient of the quadratic maximum, which given its interpretation as the tachyon potential, encodes the mass of the open string tachyon [5] [6], so that
It is well-known that for many purposes, particles in the Calogero-Moser model can be thought of as free, but satisfying a generalized exclusion statistics (see [48] for a review). This means that the number of particles per level cannot be larger than α/2. We will discuss this in more detail in Section 4; for now it is sufficient to say that generalized exclusion statistics implies the existence of a quasi-Fermi surface, much like in the theory of free fermions. Oscillations of the quasiFermi surface can be described by a collective field [49] , which is defined as the eigenvalue density:
One also introduces the canonically conjugate momentum Π(x, t), which satisfies
The Hamiltonian for φ(x, t) and its conjugate momentum Π(x, t) is given by [50] 
where φ H is the Hilbert transform of φ: 8) and P is the principal part. Furthermore, the field φ is constrained to satisfy:
In order to determine the leading large N behavior, it is useful to define 10) so that dxφ(x) = 1 and the effective Planck constant is 1/N 2 . Simple scaling shows that the third and fourth terms in (3.7) are subleading in the large N expansion, and that the remaining terms are precisely those of the collective field theory for the Hermitian matrix model (see e.g. [3] ), and are proportional to N 2 , as is typical in the tree level approximation. At leading order in 1/N expansion the only difference between the case α = 1 and the general case is the α-dependence of the φ 3 term. It can be absorbed into an additional rescaling of φ, Π and x. This shows that unoriented string amplitudes at tree level are the same as in the oriented model, as expected from string theory considerations.
Connecting oriented and unoriented strings
One can view the Calogero-Moser system in an inverted harmonic potential as a perturbation of the usual free-fermion system by an interaction term:
is the fermion-density operator. Because of a short-distance singularity in the potential, a regularization is required when doing perturbation theory with this Hamiltonian.
Since free fermions in an inverted harmonic potential are equivalent to the oriented c = 1 bosonic string, we can regard the Calogero-Moser system in an inverted harmonic potential as a deformation of the latter. In other words, the unoriented c = 1 string is a deformation of the oriented c = 1 string! Let us determine the infinitesimal form of this deformation. It is convenient to switch to momentum space in the x-direction. In the language of matrix quantum mechanics, the fermion-density operatorρ(q, t) is:
This is known as a macroscopic loop operator (with imaginary length iq). Thus turning on an interaction potential V (q) between the fermions is equivalent to adding a double-trace operator to the matrix model Hamiltonian:
In the Calogero-Moser case V (q) ∼ |q|. [27] . To find the explicit form of the non-local interaction, one has to expand the macroscopic loop operator as a linear combination of the tachyon vertex operators as in [51] . Schematically, this gives the following deformation of the action:
where K(p) is some complicated function whose explicit form is not very illuminating and V p is the tachyon vertex operator. The conclusion is that one can deform the oriented c = 1 string into the unoriented one by turning on a nonlocal interaction in the worldsheet theory. Let us recall how this method works in the case when there is no external potential.
Complete integrability implies that the many-body S-matrix is elastic and factorizes into a product of two-body S-matrices describing pairwise collisions. Imagine putting the system in a large box 0 < x < L and let us take the coordinates of all particles but the i th one to be far from the boundaries of the box. Then the wavefunction f (x 1 , . . . , x N ), regarded as a function of x i , is given by plane-waves near the left boundary of the box:
Then near the right boundary of the box we have:
Here φ + i is the total phase shift resulting from the i th particle moving to the right with momentum p i and colliding successively with the other N − 1 particles, while φ − i is the total phase shift resulting from the i th particle moving to the left with momentum −p i and colliding again with the same particles. In other words
where φ(p) is the 2-body phase-shift. Requiring the vanishing of the wavefunction on the boundary x = L, we get the Bethe equations:
This system of equations determines the allowed values of p i . Note that p and −p are physically indistinguishable, so we may assume that all p i are positive. In the thermodynamic limit N → ∞ the allowed values of momenta are very closely spaced, and we may introduce the level-density:
For free particles, this density is equal to L/π. We may formally continue ρ(p) to negative values of p as an even function. The Bethe equations imply a linear integral equation for ρ(p) which takes account of the interactions:
In the derivation it was assumed that all successive energy levels are occupied by particles, so that the energy
is minimized. For non-zero temperature we are supposed to minimize the free energy instead. Then we must allow holes (unfilled levels) in the particle distribution. Introducing the density of holes ρ h (p), we get the following equation:
This must be supplemented by a relation between ρ and ρ h obtained by minimizing the free energy. The latter is given as a functional of ρ and ρ h :
(4.9)
In general, this leads to a non-linear integral equation for ρ. Once its solution is found, one can find the free energy by substituting ρ and ρ h into (4.9).
If instead of a simple impenetrable box we have a boundary potential at one end, and if this potential preserves the integrability of the system, then the Bethe equations are modified as follows:
Here φ b (p) is the phase-shift describing reflection off the boundary potential. In the thermodynamic limit we can replace this equation by a linear integral equation for ρ and
Asymptotic Bethe ansatz for the Calogero-Moser system in an inverted harmonic potential
In the case of interest to us (Eq. (3.5)) the role of the boundary potential is played by the inverted harmonic oscillator potential U (x) = − 1 2 x 2 . This entails certain modifications in the arguments. Firstly, the inverted harmonic potential allows for tunneling to the other side of the potential; however, if we are interested in the semiclassical asymptotics (corresponding to the double-scaling limit in the matrix model), then the tunneling is exponentially small, and can be neglected. Secondly, and more importantly, the potential does not tend to a constant at infinity, and the effect of the external potential on the asymptotic behavior of the wavefunction does not amount to an x-independent phase shift. Since the external potential breaks translational invariance even at infinity, one has to label one-particle states by energy ε rather than momentum. Then at large distances the wavefunction behaves as follows:
Here φ b (ε) can be deduced by solving the Schrödinger equation for a single particle in an inverted harmonic potential and is given by [54] :
Note that in the derivation of the above equation we have implicitly assumed that the S-matrix factorizes into the product of two-body S-matrices and the boundary S-matrix.
This can be justified using the complete integrability of the system.
The Bethe equations now look as follows
14)
The corresponding integral equation for particle and hole densities is:
For the Calogero-Moser interaction potential U = l(l−1) (λ 1 −λ 2 ) 2 , the two-body phase shift is given by 10 (see e.g. [48] ):
Therefore the integral equation for ρ and ρ h becomes a simple algebraic relation:
In other words:
The right-hand side of this equation is precisely the one-particle density of states for noninteracting fermions in an inverted harmonic potential (with a wall at x = L). Note that 10 In this section we set l = it is natural to change variables from x to τ = log x; then log L can be interpreted as the size of the box in the τ coordinate. For l = 1 the equation (4.18) simply says that the sum of the particle and hole densities must add up to the density of available one-particle states. The remarkable feature of the Calogero-Moser potential is that its entire effect is to replace ρ with l · ρ.
Put in a more intuitive way, this means that we may treat Calogero-Moser particles as non-interacting and obeying a generalized exclusion principle: the distance between occupied energy levels must be at least l [55] [56] [48] . The cases l = 0 and l = 1 correspond to bosons and fermions, respectively. For non-integer l the generalized exclusion principle makes sense only once one averages over many energy levels. As shown in the previous section, the symmetric matrix quantum mechanics model corresponds to l = 1/2, which is half-way between bosons and fermions ("semions"), and is dual to the O1 − orientifold. The "quaternionic-hermitian" matrix quantum mechanics model corresponds to l = 2, which means that there should be at least one hole between any two occupied levels ("doublyfermions"), and is dual to the O1 + orientifold . To summarize, we can determine all thermodynamic quantities of the Calogero-Moser system in the inverted harmonic potential by treating the particles as non-interacting but obeying generalized exclusion statistics. Now we are ready to compute the free energy. We express ρ h in terms of ρ and then minimize the functional (4.9). The result is:
Here ρ 0 (ε) is the one-particle level-density in the presence of the inverted harmonic potential [54] :
The effective filling factor n(ε) is determined from the following algebraic equation [56] :
For l = 1 the latter equation implies that n(ε) is the usual Fermi distribution and F is the free energy of free fermions in an inverted harmonic potential:
This integral representation for F is divergent, but if we differentiate it with respect to T , we get a convergent integral, which can be expanded in powers of 1/µ. This procedure reproduces the temperature-dependent part of the free energy of the Hermitian matrix model [57] :
For l = 1/2 ("semions") we get:
For l = 2 ("doubly-fermions") we get:
(4.24)
The integrals are again divergent, but their temperature-dependent part is convergent.
Expanding the integrands in powers of 1/µ, we find:
and l = 2 :
Note that the leading-order terms are of order log µ and are the same in all three cases (l = 1/2, 1, 2). This is to be expected, as the physics can be described in all three cases by a collective field, and to leading order in 1/N the collective field Lagrangians are identical, as shown in the last section. In fact, the log µ piece in the free energy is simply the free energy of a massless two dimensional scalar field in a box of length V φ = − 1 2 log µ. This is in agreement with the string theory result (2.15), which says that the only bulk degree of freedom is a massless tachyon. Note also that while for l = 1 only even powers of µ appear in the expansion of F (T, µ), for l = 1/2 and l = 2 all positive powers of µ −1 contribute.
This agrees with the identification of µ with 1/g st . In paticular, the subleading piece in the temperature-dependent part of F (T, µ) comes from an unorientable worldsheet with
Euler characteristic −1.
The temperature-independent part (i.e. the ground state energy) can be determined from:
Thus the ground-state energy is simply 1/l times the well-known free-fermion result:
Particle-hole duality for the Calogero-Moser system
In the Hermitian matrix quantum mechanics the expansion of the free energy in powers of 1/µ contains only even powers. From the string theory point of view this follows from the identification of 1/µ with the string coupling and the fact that only oriented worldsheets contribute. From the free-fermion point of view, this is a consequence of the particle-hole duality, which exchanges ρ and ρ h and takes µ to −µ. Technically, particle-hole duality holds to all orders in 1/µ because the one-particle density of states ρ 0 (ε) is even.
It turns out that for l = 1 there is a generalized particle-hole duality which maps the Calogero-Moser system with l = l 0 into a Calogero-Moser system with l = 1/l 0 . More precisely, we claim that the following relation holds for the free energy of the CalogeroMoser particles in an inverted harmonic potential:
To derive this relation, we define:
If ρ and ρ h satisfy ρ h + l · ρ = ρ 0 , thenρ andρ h satisfyρ h +l ·ρ = ρ 0 . Furthermore, one can easily see that the free energy functional evaluated on the tilded quantities is l 2 times the free energy functional of the untilded quantities, up to a (divergent) term which is independent of ρ and and ρ h and is linear in µ. This implies the desired result.
For T = 0 generalized particle-hole duality says that: log µ.
Unorientedĉ = 1 Type 0B Strings
The worldsheet description of D = 2 superstring theory is given by a free N = 1 superfield tensored with N = 1 super-Liouville withĉ L = 9. N = 1 super-Liouville is defined by an N = 1 superfield Φ with components (φ, ψ) and a superpotential W = µe bΦ .
The GSO projection giving rise to Type 0B string theory is given by:
The spectrum of the model consists of a massless tachyon T arising form the NS-NS sector and an additional massless scalar C arising from the RR sector.
Due to the non-chiral GSO projection, the theory is manifestly invariant under the action of worldsheet parity Ω. We define the action of Ω on the fermions and on the spin fields as follows:
The action of Ω can be combined with the action of other Z 2 symmetries to yield other consistent orientifold projections. The theory is invariant under (−1)
is left-moving space-time fermion number, so that one can consider modding out the theory by the following two orientifold groups 11 :
We now analyze the physics of these two models.
• Modding Type 0B by G 1 = {1, Ω} Given the action of Ω in (5.2) it follows that the only state surviving the projection is T . Therefore the space-time physics of this orientifold model is described by a massless scalar field T .
To understand better the spectrum of the model we now compute the partition function, which is given by:
11 In ten dimensions one can also consider the model (see e.g. [58] [59]) obtained by modding out by the orientifold group G = {1, Ω(−1)
F is not a symmetry since it flips the sign of the termψψe bφ in the super-Liouville action.
The torus contribution has recently been computed [11] and is given by
where V φ is the volume of the Liouville direction.
In computing the Klein bottle contribution we note that the contribution from Ω-even states, which are the only states contributing to the trace, are automatically (−1) F +F -even.
Therefore we only need to compute
Now we note that the oscillator contribution from the free superfield and super-Liouville are precisely cancelled by the contribution from the ghosts and superghosts determinants in each sector. Therefore, the Klein bottle is determined by the action of the orientifold group on the zero modes. Combining (2.12) with the fact that Ω · |0 NS−NS = |0 NS−NS , it follows that the Klein bottle contribution vanishes. Therefore, the partition function of the model is given by
whose temperature dependent contribution is precisely that of a massless two-dimensional field, as expected from space-time considerations.
One can extract further information about the contribution from unoriented surfaces by analyzing the crosscap state |C , which describes the closed string state produced by adding a crosscap to a worldsheet. |C must be invariant under the gauge symmetries of the model, in particular it has to be GSO invariant. Moreover, it must reproduce the Klein bottle loop amplitude (5.4) when factorizing the computation of its norm 12 into the loop channel:
Since the right-hand side vanishes, so does the left-hand side. Inserting a complete set of physical states, we see that the overlap (regularized by e −lH c ) of the crosscap state with any physical state must vanish.
12 When computing the norm one must insert the damping factor e −lH c .
One can see the vanishing of the overlap of the crosscap with the physical states more explicitly as follows. By analyzing the effect of the twists when factorizing from the loop channel to the tree channel, one finds that |C only has contributions from the NS-NS
where the signs ± label the spin structure on RP 2 , and |N SN S solves the crosscap conditions [38] [39]. The absence of the RR contribution is to be expected, as there are no physical states in the RR sector. In the NS-NS sector the only physical state is the tachyon, which is the ground state. Since |N SN S, + and |N SN S, − differ only by oscillator terms, it follows that the projection of |C on the tachyon state vanishes.
The vanishing of the overlap between the crosscap and the physical states implies that the contribution of all unorientable worldsheets to the S-matrix also vanishes. At first sight, this seems rather strange. However, we will see that this is precisely what the matrix model predicts. Moreover, it predicts that the tachyon S-matrix in this model is equal to the tachyon S-matrix of the orientedĉ = 1 Type 0B string theory.
• Modding Type 0B by
The effect of the extra (−1) It follows that the Klein bottle contribution for this orientifold is twice that of the bosonic orientifold (2.14). As in the bosonic string orientifold, the model has a divergence as a result of a massless tachyon tadpole on the RP 2 worldsheet, which is the same as in the bosonic model up to an extra factor of √ 2. We cancel the Klein bottle divergence via the Fischler-Susskind mechanism as in the bosonic model by adding to the worldsheet a counterterm proportional to the super-Liouville interaction operator. After cancelling this divergence the resulting partition function is:
We note that the temperature dependent contribution is that of two massless twodimensional fields, as expected from space-time considerations.
Unorientedĉ = 1 0B Matrix Model
Following the discussion in section 3, it is natural to conjecture that the matrix model description of the Type 0B orientifold models is given by the worldvolume action of N unstable D0-branes.
The spectrum of open strings on D0-branes in Type 0B string theory is the same [60] [61] as in the bosonic string, that is, there is a tachyon mode M and a non-dynamical gauge field A. As in section 3, in order to determine the matrix model dual for the Type 0B orientifolds, we must understand the action of the orientifold group on the open string spectrum. The vertex operators for the tachyon and gauge field in Type 0B string theory contain extra fermions compared to the vertex operators in the bosonic string, which result in different projections when modding out by the orientifold group.
When computing the action of Ω on the open string tachyon state, one finds that it is odd 14 . Therefore, the worldvolume spectrum for this orientifold model is given by (depending on the sign of the crosscap state)
where J is the usual Sp(N ) invariant tensor. For this orientifold projection, both the open string tachyon and the gauge field belong to the SO(N ) or Sp(N ) Lie algebra. As before, the equation of motion for A just forces one to consider states in the singlet sector.
Therefore, the matrix model dual to this orientifold model is given by (3.2) with the matrices belonging to the SO(N ) or Sp(N ) Lie algebra and with the potential for the tachyon now being even, that is U (x) = U (−x). In order to analyze these matrix models, we go to the eigenvalue basis. As in section 3 we must compute the Jacobian of the change of coordinates. By using the fact that the generators of the SO(N ) Lie algebra are antisymmetric and those of Sp(N ) are symmetric, one finds that the Jacobian factors are
given by [62] :
Therefore, the Schrödinger equation that needs to be solved -in the singlet sector -is given by (3.4). As in section 3, we redefine the wavefunction Ψ(λ) = sign(J)|J| −1/2 f (λ) to eliminate terms with a single derivative. It is now a straightforward computation to show that f (λ) is an eigenfunction of the following Hamiltonian:
Therefore, the solution of this matrix model reduces to analyzing the dynamics of N free fermions in an inverted harmonic oscillator potential. This is identical to the result that one gets when one rewrites the Hermitian matrix model in terms of its eigenvalues. The only difference compared to that case is that now wavefunctions are either even or odd depending on the choice of the orientifold projection:
Therefore scattering amplitudes for the SO(N ) and Sp(N ) Lie algebra valued matrix models are exactly the same as for the tachyon in theĉ = 1 oriented Type 0B string theory. As for the free energy, it is half the free energy of theĉ = 1 oriented Type 0B
string.
This fits perfectly with the conjectured string theory dual, Type 0B string theory modded out by G 1 = {1, Ω}. As discussed in section 4, this string theory has only contributions from oriented Riemann surfaces. Moreover, we showed that the free energy is one half that for orientedĉ = 1 Type 0B string theory.
As before, the matrix model is obtained by projecting the open string spectrum by
The open string tachyon on the D0-branes is separately odd under Ω and (−1)
. Therefore, the worldvolume spectrum for this orientifold model is given by:
This is precisely the same spectrum as for the c = 1 bosonic string orientifold.
As shown in section 3, the dynamics of this matrix model is that of fermions in an inverted harmonic potential interacting via the Calogero-Moser potential (3.5). The only difference in solving this model compared to its bosonic string analog is that when constructing the quasi-Fermi sea for the dual of the Type 0B orientifold one fills the states symmetrically with respect to the tachyon maximum, due to the Z 2 symmetry of the open string tachyon potential [10] [11] . Therefore the free energy in this case should be twice that of the bosonic string, in agreement with the computation in section 4. Further, all tachyon scattering amplitudes coincide with those for the bosonic string to all orders in perturbation theory.
Unorientedĉ = 1 Type 0A Strings
The worldsheet CFT is the same as for two-dimensional Type 0B string theory. The GSO projection is different and is given by:
The spectrum of the model is a massless tachyon T arising form the NS-NS sector and two non-dynamical gauge fields C + and C − arising from the RR sector. More precisely, the gauge fields can be written as
(C ±C), where C,C are the vacuum states of the (R+, R−), (R−, R+) sectors respectively. The model has stable D0-branes which couple 15 to C − ; they play an important role when deriving the matrix model dual.
The Type 0A GSO projection is non-chiral, so we can construct new models by modding out by the allowed orientifold groups G. The symmetries are the same as in Type 0B. Therefore we can quotient the theory by the orientifold groups G 1 or G 2 in (5.3).
• Modding Type 0A by
The tachyon mode is invariant under the action of Ω. In the RR sector Ω acts by identifying the two RR sectors:
Therefore, only T and C − survive the orientifold projection.
The partition function of the model is given by:
3)
The torus amplitude has been computed in [11] and is given by:
A simple consequence of the action of Ω on the RR sectors (7.2) is that the RR contribution to the Klein bottle vanishes. Since the action is off-diagonal, the RR states do not contribute to the trace. Therefore, the Klein bottle is given precisely by (2.14) and it has a divergent contribution arising from a tachyon tadpole on RP 2 . This can be easily shown by analyzing the crosscap state for this model, which is given by
and has a non-trivial coupling to the zero momentum tachyon. After cancelling the divergence due to the tachyon tadpole via the Fischler-Susskind mechanism as explained in section 2, the partition function is given by:
The temperature dependent piece is given by the contribution of a two-dimensional massless scalar field, as expected from space-time considerations.
The action of (−1)
s yields an extra minus sign in the RR sector compared to (7.2).
Therefore, for this model the states invariant under the orientifold projection are T and
The partition function of the model is given by (7.3) with the replacement Ω → are the same as in the previous model and are given by (7.5)(7.6).
Despite many similarities, the fact that C + is invariant as opposed to C − will result in important differences in constructing the matrix model dual.
The strategy here is to analyze the worldvolume theory on an unstable D0-brane system. It is important to consider a brane configuration that is unstable 16 , so that it has an open string tachyon in its spectrum, and we can recover the original closed string physics after tachyon condensation.
The open string spectrum on a collection of D0-branes is stable in Type 0A string theory. The D0-branes carry charge under C − , which can be read off from the boundary state:
The presence of the RR piece in the boundary state is responsible for projecting out the open string tachyon present in the bosonic string (and Type 0B string). This can be shown by factorizing the cylinder amplitude into the annulus, which yields a GSO projected open string partition function:
Therefore, we must consider a D0−D0 system in order to construct the dual matrix model.
As in [11] , we will study a collection of N D0-branes and N + m D0-branes. As usual, the GSO projection for D0 − D0 open strings is reversed compared to that for D0-D0
open strings so that a tachyon appears in the spectrum. The effective theory [10] [11] is described by a matrix quantum mechanics with a U (N ) × U (N + m) gauge field and a complex tachyon in the bifundamental representation:
After gauge-fixing, the problem reduces to studying the dynamics of N non-interacting fermions moving in a plane with angular momentum m and subject to an inverted harmonic oscillator potential [11] .
We now consider the orientifold models.
• Modding Type 0A by G 1 = {1, Ω} Since C − is invariant under the action of Ω, branes are mapped to branes, and antibranes to anti-branes, under this symmetry. This means that we can mode out by G 1 an arbitrary D0 − D0 configuration (i.e. m can be arbitrary).
Demanding that the open string vertex operators are invariant under the action of g = Ω results in the following projections: while the solution for M yields a field t in the bifundamental representation of the corresponding gauge group satisfying the following reality conditions:
where J is the canonical Sp(N ) invariant tensor.
• Modding Type 0A by G 2 = {1, Ω(−1)
We already saw in the previous section that C − is odd under the action of g = Ω(−1)
. This means that a Type 0A D0-brane gets mapped to a D0-brane under the action of g. Therefore, in order to be able to mod out Type 0A by G 2 in the presence of a D0 − D0 system, we must demand that m = 0, so that there is an equal number of branes and anti-branes and the configuration is g-symmetric.
Since g acts by mapping 00-strings to00-strings, the two factors in the U (N ) × U (N ) gauge group are identified, and we are left with a U (N By solving the projection we find that the matrix model dual to the this orientifold model is a U (N ) gauge field together with a complex symmetric or antisymmetric matrix t, corresponding respectively to the model with an O1 − or O1 + orientifold.
Next we perform the gauge-fixing procedure for these matrix models. We start with the rectangular (or quiver) matrix models dual to the orientifold projections by G The parameters α and b depend on the model and are displayed in Table 1 . This Hamiltonian describes the so-called BC N Calogero-Moser system. Its complete integrability on the quantum level has been demonstrated in [65] [66]. It should be possible to determine its free energy in the double-scaling limit using the asymptotic Bethe ansatz; we leave this as a problem for the future. 
